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‘Film’, The Times, 13 April 1936, 8.

‘Film’, The Times, 1 April 1936, 14.

Front Line 1940–1941 The Official Story of the Civil Defence in Britain (HMSO, 1941).


Nairn, I., Counter Attack, Special Issue of The Architectural Review, December 1956.


Pevsner, N., Pioneers of the Modern Movement from William Morris to Walter Gropius (London: Faber & Faber, 1936).
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Tatton Brown, William, ‘Can Modern Architecture Survive?’, The Listener, 27 June 1957, 1032
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A City Crowned with Green (1964), BBC Television Programme.

The Rape of Utopia: Jam Tomorrow (1964), BBC Television Programme.


I Love This Dirty Old Town Margaret Drabble (1969), BBC Television Programme.


Unpublished sources

Brian Hanson Card Index, Facsimile in collection of Susan Lasdun.

Susan Lasdun Recordings of Interviews with staff of the Architectural Press inc.

Jim Richards.


Peggy Angus, Furlong Journals, in papers of Victoria Gibson.
Archive and manuscript collections
BBC Written Archives, Reading, UK: Transcripts of BBC Radio Programmes.
GTA Zurich Archive, ETH, Zurich, Switzerland: CIAM Archive.
London Metropolitan Archives, London, UK.
Mass Observation Archive, University of Sussex, UK.
National Archives, Kew, UK: Office of Works, Architecture Committee of the Festival of Britain.
Personal Papers of Lady Susan Lasdun, London, UK.
Personal Papers of Victoria and Richard Gibson, Shetland, UK.
Tate Archive, London, UK: Papers of the Institute of Contemporary Art, Papers of John and Myfanwy Piper.
The Getty Research Institute, Los Angeles, USA: Nikolaus Pevsner Archive.
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